In the present paper little or nothing will be said as to the utility of the so-called syllogistic logic; it being clear that the reasons in favour of, or against it, must lie less in the absolute value of the study itself, than in the relation boine to the time and trouble bestowed upon it. A comparatively unimpoitant pursuit that takes up but little time, and displaces but a small amount of other acquirements, may be a fitter object of education than a comparatively important one which demands the best energies o half a lifetime.
. .
If so, the manner in which any subject is taught, is an important element in the value of the subject itself. Let the punciples on which this is founded be bad, and let the details be nielevant, let the unnecessary accessories be abundant, and let the uoctiines of the different teachers be discordant, and the result will be, in figure. In the first figure it is the subject of the major, and the predicate of the minor premise. In the second it is the predicate, in the third the subject, of both.
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